
Intelligent Management Studio
Improving effectiveness with intelligent 
scheduling and job tasking, backed up 
with full reporting.
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Intelligent Management Studio
Plan, notify and record – 
The complete management 
package
Ensure essential safety and compliance 
checks are completed with a 
comprehensive audit trail – giving you 
complete peace of mind.

Increased accountability with an effective 
task and reminder system, work with your 
team to review and manage performance, 
recognise and reward adequately; 
delivering clear results.

Clear visibility of every team member’s 
task list, recognise when tasks are falling 
behind, spot the problem and redistribute 
the work before deadlines slip.

Poor quality people management  
costs employers £84 billion a year
UK businesses are missing out on £84bn a year because 
of poor quality people management. 

An IIP study of 4,000 employees showed many 
experienced uncertainty and were unsure of what was 
being asked of them. Resulting in approximately 40 
minutes of wasted time per day – the equivalent to an 
employee doing nothing for 21 days per year.

Task management alone can account for up to 40% of an 
employee’s time and with only 2% of the population able 
to multi-task efficiently, effective methods of tasks and 
reminders are key to optimising productivity. 

With 53% of workers also suggesting smart devices create 
distractions affecting productivity, the two-way radio is an 
obvious communication choice to minimise inefficiency.



Audit trail
Full documentation and 
reporting, logging vital checks 
and maintenance. Recording 
task details, when commenced, 
employee, date and time of 
completion.

Job ticketing
Simply control and manage 
all activities and tasks. Send 
instantaneous or time delayed 
work orders and track progress 
with a full record of job 
completion. 

Essential task 
scheduling and 
reminders
Never miss another scheduled 
check essential to your business; 
safety and building/machine 
maintenance. InteraX fulfils a pre-
planned schedule of activities and 
reminders are automatically sent 
to the relevant group or member 
of staff.

Terminal alert
Pop up alert appearing on all 
workstations and screens,  
instantly ie. IT notification to all 
terminals to inform of updates or 
to back-up files.

Management portal
View at a glance and manage the 
activities of your department. 
Set tasks, reminders and instant 
discrete messages to your radios 
all from the simple to use InteraX 
application on your PC.

Remote shutdown
Ensure communications are never 
compromised, with the ability to 
monitor and remotely shut down 
lost, misplaced or stolen handsets. 
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